And while I would not presume to instruct the hundreds whose names are prominent in the horticultural world, but whom I would readily acknowledge as my own instructors, yet I trust the directions will be found of use to those, who, without experience, are about to enter upon thisif properly managed -pleasant and profitable employment. And to such I would say, let your hopes be high, as your efforts will be in proportion, but be not too extravagant in your expectations of financial success, at least for the first two or three years, and make up your mind to get much of your reward for that time from the pleasures of the business. Although I labored long in the dark and met with many discouragements, yet there was much of real pleasure peculiar to the business, and from my experience I make up such instructions as I hope will help you to more perfect and speedy success, and cause your abundant fruits to be a source of joy and gladness to others.
M. W. JOHNSTON.
South Bend, Ind., February, 18(53. 
IN TR OB UCTION,
The cultivation of fruit is fast becoming of national importance, and perhaps there is no interest that has been so greatly augmented during the past ten years, or that hears more directly upon the health and happiness of our people. A taste for fruit seems to have been given to all mankind, indicating that it was intended for their food, and most bountifully has nature supplied it.
Man was first placed in a " garden," "to till and keep, and of the fruit to eat," and though by habit, taste and desire we are far removed from that condition of purity and bliss, and the ground cursed for man's sake, so as to be less friendly, and prone, rather, according to the terms of the curse, to bring forth "thorns and thistles," yet perhaps in these two respects, our love for fruit and the earth's readiness to produce it, there has been the least change, and nature in a greater measure still works out her " original designs."
Whoever saw a child that did not love fruit, or a clime or locality where he could live, that would not produce it. If one variety fails, another of the same family will succeed, so that almost everywhere the strawberry, raspberry, apple, etc., may be represented ; and man has but to exercise the faith of an ordinary intelligent cultivator, to " put forth his hand and take and eat," of what is most emphatically, to him, the "Tree of life," guarded against his approach by no "flaming sword," but rather protected for his use, and his attention called to it, not only by his natural appetite, but also by his love for the beautiful.
We often hear the excuse made, "I would raise fruit, but the boys steal it !" But that is just the reason that everybody should raise it, not of course to have it stolen, but by its prevailing abundance to satisfy the universal desire for it. This is one of nature's imperative laws, as evinced by the craving of the natural, not a perverted appetite, and the sure penalty following its infraction are the evils that result from an erroneous diet, and also that lawless-ness that disregards the rights of ownership, and appropriates fruit wherever found.
x Not only does fruit retain its benciicial and invigorating properties as a diet, responding promptly to the wants of man's physical nature ; but also in its cultivation do we find employment the most delightful, and elevating in its tendency. The preparation of the soil, the selection of varieties of fruit, the giving of needed care and cultivation and the execution of plans that reach far into the future, clothed in ideal good, enlists owx energies and interests ; while, as in the strawberry, the living green of spring, giving place to, or rather looking out from its snowy covering of abundant bloom, followed rapidly by the glorious, blushing, delicious fruit, fulfiling our most sanguine hopes, cultivates and gratifies in the highest degree our love for the beautiful, and On some accounts, it is better to leave the tips in the ground till springthose that are not wanted for use in fall -as the last layered will have more time to grow, which they will do at all times when the ground is not frozen, But as the time in spring is precious and needed for planting, &c, it is well to take up the tips and give the bush its final pruning, whicii will leave it a strong, compact bush, about three feet high, by twolo two and a half wide, that will support itself without stakes, leaving a space of two to three feet between the bushes, favorable for picking, and the bush be in the best possible condition for fruiting. The tips that were taken up may be heeled in and kept safely, by plowing a shallow furrow. Scatter the plants in it;
cover by turning another one on to them, which in turn may be filled and covered by the next. Now, plow up the spaces between the rows with one-horse plow, throwing the furrows to the plant, and finishing with a dead furrow in the centre. This added earth upon the roots of the plants is a great protection in winter, and the best and cheapest mulch that can possibly be obtained for the plant during fruiting, which, if drouth ensues, will nearly or quite double the yield, as the writer has proved by actual experiment. After fruiting, cut out the old wood before it becomes dry and hard, as it is injurious to the plant and unsightly, and greatly in the way of layering. A plantation managed according to foregoing directions, will not only give the most profitable financial results, but will also be a source of real pleasure and satisfaction, DESCRIPTION 
